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Introduction by Daniel Nicoletta 11/ 9/ 2021
Harvey Milk recorded his political will in cassette format on November 18, 1977, just ten
days after his election to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. Because of his out - spoken
pro - gay - rights stance, he had received many death threats. He sought to ensure that the
Mayor would follow his recorded instructions for appointing a successor in the event of his
assassination. On that night, Milk recorded three tapes ( each slightly different ) and later gave
them to three friends for safekeeping. Thus, the recordings became known as the “in case” tapes.
Though this version of the story of the recordings is not complete, this timeline represents what
information I have been able to cobble together so far. Please consider this a personal riff on the
tapes and related topics rather than a formal essay.
After Dan White assassinated Harvey Milk on November 27, 1978, the recordings were brought
out of storage and played by the various recipients.
Milk’s attorney, the late John Wahl, received a tape. I recently discovered through an oral history
recording of the late Larry Hughes ( Wahl’s then - partner ) that Wahl and Hughes were the ones
who irst played Wahl’s tape for Board of Supervisors President Diane Feinstein.
The recording that Milk himself labeled tape #2, given to Walter Caplan, became the most
widely distributed version thanks to Caplan’s equanimity. Caplan gave the digitized version
of the recording to most who asked, resulting in a long history of community access.
Frank Robinson was the other recipient of a tape. In his memoir, Not so good a gay man,
Robinson mentioned that he irst played his recording with Milk insiders Jim Rivaldo and Dick
Pabich. Randy Shilt’s biography of Milk, published in 1982, cited that of the three tapes, the Frank
Robinson tape was the only one that contained the quote, “if a bullet should enter my brain,
let that bullet tear down every closet door.”
There is only inconclusive information on the fate of Wahl’s and Robinson’s tapes. Very recently,
I have come to believe that Larry Hughes’ executor may have preserved Wahl’s recording.
Unfortunately, Robinson’s original tape is missing from his estate. However, a one - minute excerpt
of Robinson’s tape has recently emerged on a Milk-themed audiotape collage by the late Carl
Carlson. It includes the famous “bullet” quote. As far as I know, Carl Carlson’s holdings did not
survive his death from AIDS, but since he was friends with Robinson, it is safe to surmise that
Carlson did at one time have access to Robinson’s original tape. Robinson once mused to me that
he couldn’t remember where his original tape had gone. Randy Shilts said that all three recordings
were very similar, but wouldn’t it be great to compare the subtle difference between them now.
I hope future researchers will one day have access to all three “in case” tapes in a digital format.
In concert with Walter Caplan’s gifting of the original cassette tape #2 to the GLBT Historical
Society, I wanted to assemble this rudimentary timeline of the journey of the tapes to accompany
Caplan’s gift. Because I was part of Milk and his lover Scott Smith’s family of friends, it made
sense to aggregate as much information about the tapes while I was alive and able to be a conduit
for that information. Should any additional info about the recordings emerge, I would be most
grateful if you would contact me and share even the vaguest leads, or be sure to put them on the
radar of The GLBT Historical Society.
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The Harvey Milk “in case” tape #2, ( courtesy of Walter Caplan ),
January, 7, 2021, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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A timeline of Harvey Milk’s “in case” tapes
11/18/1977
Newly elected San Francisco County Supervisor Harvey Milk recorded three separate
cassette tapes late at night in his camera store, setting forth his instructions for the Mayor “in
case” of his assassination. Milk then gave the three tapes to friends: Attorney John Eshelman
Wahl, Milk’s friend Walter Caplan, and Milk’s editor/ghostwriter Frank Robinson. ( Robinson
co - wrote parts of Milk’s now - famous “Hope Speech.”)
On the tapes, Milk listed four individuals as his preferences for a successor on the Board
of Supervisors should he be killed while in ofice. Those named were: Frank Robinson,
Bob Ross ( Bay Area Reporter publisher ), Anne Kronenberg ( Milk’s lead staff assistant at
City Hall), and Harry Britt (friend and Milk campaign volunteer.)
11/27/1978
San Francisco Supervisor Harvey Milk and Mayor George Moscone were assassinated in
City Hall by former Supervisor Dan White. ( Much has been written about this elsewhere ).
The recipients then played the “in case” tapes, and the contents were communicated to
the pertinent individuals, including Acting Mayor Diane Feinstein.
After the Board of Supervisors elected Supervisor Feinstein to serve out the rest of Mayor
Moscone’s term, she appointed Britt to Milk’s seat. Harry Britt served over ten years as
a brilliant progressive in that seat, with his eye on the LGBTQ civil rights journey and
a broader socialistic vision, especially for the needs of the poor and disenfranchised.
Supervisor Britt’s tenure was very much in the spirit of his friend Harvey Milk. ( Britt
died on June 24, 2020 ).
Harry Britt obituary
http://obit.glbthistory.org/olo/imagedb/2020/06/25/20200625_Britt_Harry/m20200625_0.jpg

1978
Though Mayor Feinstein chose Harry Britt to be Harvey’s successor on the Board of
Supervisors, there was a community effort to encourage Mayor Feinstein to choose Anne
Kronenberg. ( Kronenberg was Milk’s campaign manager and lead administrative assistant
during his 11 months in ofice.) In addition, Frank Robinson (also one of Milk’s choices for
successor ) wrote a personal letter to Mayor Feinstein urging her to appoint Kronenberg.
There is a lot of speculation about why Feinstein didn’t select Kronenberg, and we will
never know the truth. Still, it is safe to say that a leather - clad motorcycle riding dyke like
Kronenberg was intimidating to Feinstein, who had already made public pronouncements
hinting that aspects of the leather community’s visibility were problematic in her view. More
likely, Mayor Feinstein’s selection was informed by which candidate she felt would vote her
way on the board. I doubt that she was very keen on any of Milk’s choices, but savvy
enough to know that choosing anyone outside of Milk’s four named successors would be
political suicide for her coming re - election.
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1979
David Lamble ( Fruit Punch Radio and KGO FM radio ) produced Harvey Milk Remembered,
an audio documentary. The piece includes an excerpt of one of the “in case” tapes and
other now - legendary Milk - related sound clips, such as the Lamble recording of Milk’s
Hope Speech (the Texas version - June 10, 1978). In addition, the archival audio material
was woven into interviews that Lamble conducted with Milk insiders, such as Michael
Wong ( Milk supporter and progressive Chinese Community activist ) and Bill Krause ( activist
and co - organizer of the No on 6 campaign ). The audio program was published widely in
its complete form and as excerpts.
1982
Randy Shilts’ biography of Harvey Milk, The Mayor of Castro Street, was published.
The book contains one of the earliest known accounts of the complex history of the
political - will tapes and includes Shilts’ paraphrased transcription of tape #2. Shilts irst
heard tape #2 and made notes from it while visiting Walter Caplan’s home the afternoon
Caplan was preparing for a Passover Seder. ( Milk himself numbered this tape and gave it
to Caplan ). Caplan had worked on several of Milk’s political campaigns and later
recalled being taken aback by Harvey’s morbid request to hold a copy of the “in case”
tape for safekeeping.
2/18/1982
Castro Street Fair, Inc produced a book signing and reading event for Mayor of Castro Street
held at the vacant Castro neighborhood storefront ( 535 Castro Street ), previously inhabited
by Paperback Trafic bookstore. The Harvey Milk Archives decorated the empty storefront
with Milk memorabilia and was a named beneiciary of the three - day exhibit and signing
event. Seated in the dentist chair that was a centerpiece of the quirky DIY environment of
Milk’s original Castro Camera store, Shilts autographed copies of his book for the attendees
at the casual open house. On the irst evening, Terry Hutchison, from the openly queer
band Buena Vista, regaled the crowd with songs.
11/1/1984
Rob Epstein and Richard Schmiechen’s documentary ilm The Times of Harvey Milk opened
with a somber narration by Harvey Fierstein and a one - minute excerpt from Milk’s “in
case” tape #2. Mark Isham’s haunting score emerged quietly in the background and set the
“grab your seat” tone of the ilm.
The Times of Harvey Milk went on to win an Academy Award for best feature documentary
the following year in March 1985, and the ilm continues to garner many accolades. ( It has
remained one of the most effective and poignant teaching tools for the story of Harvey Milk,
especially for those new to the story. I lovingly refer to it as Harvey Milk 101.)
The Criterion Collection released a digitally restored version of the ilm in 2011 on DVD
and Blu-ray, and the Library of Congress selected it for preservation in the National Film
Registry 2012, deeming it “culturally, historically, or aesthetically signiicant.” ( The entire
13 minutes of the “in case” tape #2 is included on the extras section of the two-DVD set. )
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4/4/1987
Carl Carlson, a close friend, and supporter of Milk passed away from AIDS. Milk’s rental unit
at 18 Henry Street was partly thanks to Carlson’s generosity; Carlson was the landlord there
and lived in unit 18A Henry Street. Carlson went to City Hall on November 27, 1978, to
give Milk an emergency loan for 1,000 dollars. It was then that Dan White interrupted the
transaction and asked Harvey if he could see Milk for a moment in White’s ofice across the
hallway, and that is where White killed Milk. Thus, Carlson was a crucial witness in the Dan
White trial because he was the last to see Harvey alive before White killed Milk. ( In the
movie Milk, director Gus Van Sant cast me in a cameo role as my friend Carl Carlson in the
scene that recreated the check - writing moment. )
Carlson has recently emerged as a signiicant player in the mystery of the missing Frank
Robinson “in case” tape. Sometime after Harvey’s death, Carlson created an eloquent audio
tribute to his late friend. The tribute is comprised of various interviews with Milk that
Carlson had done when he was a radio producer for KPOO (1974) and at KQED (circa
1975). The audiotape was a collage of interviews with other Milk - related audio clips. It
included one minute of the Frank Robinson “in case” tape, including the “if a bullet should
enter my brain…” statement by Milk. Carlson shared his tape with fellow radio producer
David Lamble, and thankfully Lamble preserved it and shared the tape with Jimmy Kennedy
for his one - person show about Milk. Kennedy has recently shared that tape with me, so I
could hear and transcribe the “bullet” portion of the tape in time to include it in this
manuscript. David Lamble is currently scouring his formidable archive on the hunt for
anything related to Carlson and the Robinson “in case tape.”
Carl Carlson obituary
http://obit.glbthistory.org/olo/imagedb/1987/06/04/19870604_Carlson_Carl_H/m19870604_0.jpg

1/21/1995
Harvey Milk, the opera, premiered at the The Houston Grand Opera. (libretto by Michael
Korie and music by Stewart Wallace). Christopher Alden directed the piece. The Houston
Grand Opera invited Scott Smith ( Milk’s lover ), Medora Payne ( Milk campaign volunteer ),
Frank Robinson ( Milk’s editor ), Anne Kronenberg ( Milk’s campaign manager ), and Henry
Der ( San Francisco Chinese Community activist ) to the Houston premiere. The guests also
served on a panel discussion for the audience earlier on the day of the premiere.
The opera was co - commissioned by The Houston Grand Opera, The New York City Opera,
and The San Francisco Opera. After Houston, the opera premiered at The New York City
Opera in Lincoln Center in April 1995, then in Dortmund, Germany in February 1996,
and San Francisco in November 1996. The opera was released on CD by Teldec Classics
in 1998.
In Act Three, Scene 18, leading to the scene’s depiction of Dan White shooting Harvey
Milk, the opera creators deployed electronic manipulation and repetition to three short
excerpts of the “in case” tape #2 to chilling effect. Like Harvey Milk, Scott Smith was
a loyal fan of opera. So for Scott, witnessing a depiction of himself in what may have
been the irst - ever same - sex kiss staged in an opera house was tremendously satisfying.
Moreover, for Scott, the experience of attending the Houston premiere was timely in that
he passed away from AIDS 14 days later.
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2/4/1995
Scott Smith ( Milk’s soulmate since 1972 ) died intestate. Scott’s mother, Elva Smith,
inherited both Scott’s and Harvey Milk’s papers and served as executor until her death
on June 17, 2010. In 1996, in concert with the advisement of an ad hoc group of Scott
and Harvey’s closest friends, and following Scott’s verbal clues and best - practices notions,
Elva donated the collection to two different venues. First, the photographs and papers went
to the LGBTQ Studies Center at the San Francisco Public Library, which aptly named the
gift The Harvey Milk – Scott Smith Collection. Second, the remaining artifacts and ephemera
were deeded to the GLBT Historical Society in November of 2002, which named the gift
Harvey Milk and Scott Smith collection of artifacts and ephemera. New citations about
these two collections ought to credit the generous donation of Mrs. Elva Smith, but
unfortunately rarely do acknowledge her. Though in principle Scott Smith himself made
the gifts, his mother, Mrs. Smith, stayed the course set forth by her beloved son. ( Working
closely with Mrs. Smith were Scott’s inner circle of colleagues, Frank Robinson, Linda
Alband, Jim Rivaldo, Chuck Frutchey (Scott’s then - lover) as well as Harvey Milk Archives
members: Dan Nicoletta, Terry Henderling, Denton Smith, Jim Gordon, David Waggoner,
and David Pasko ).
In the years after Harvey Milk’s death, Scott was an intrepid spokesperson for remembering
and preserving Harvey Milk’s legacy. Unfortunately, Smith’s organization, The Harvey Milk
Archives, only lasted a few years. Still, it published four newsletters, and its dedicated group
of volunteers did a tremendous amount of cataloging of the Milk materials. Their recording
of pertinent dates, personnel, and event names remains an invaluable collateral asset to the
Milk - Smith Collection at the San Francisco Public Library.
The Milk - Smith collections are essential not only because they were Milk and Smith’s
papers and artifacts but because the collections also include documentation of many of
the posthumous tributes to Milk’s legacy. I had the honor of working as a photographer on
many of those projects. My friendships with Harvey Milk and Scott Smith and our circle of
colleagues catalyzed my lifelong devotion to preserving and celebrating their/our legacy.
Scott Smith obituary
http://obit.glbthistory.org/olo/imagedb/1995/02/09/19950209_Smith_Scott/m19950209_0.jpg

Elva Smith obituary
http://obit.glbthistory.org/olo/imagedb/2010/06/17/20100617_Smith_Elva_Roberts/
m20100617_0.jpg
Alongside Scott Smith’s efforts, activists like Cleve Jones as well as the Harvey Milk LGBTQ
Democratic Club have been consistent advocates for remembrance of Milk’s importance
through their organizing, e.g., voter registration and vote recommendations, and many other
projects and actions, especially the annual candlelight marches commemorating Supervisor
Milk’s and Mayor Moscone’s deaths.
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5/12/1995
You Gotta Give ‘Em Hope: Harvey Milk in His Own Words opened at Josie’s Juice Joynt
and Cabaret in the Castro neighborhood. In his poignant one - person show, playwright
James Patrick Kennedy depicted Milk taping his political will while the “in case” tape
played as part of the sound design of the play. Radio producer David Lamble provided
Kennedy with the excerpt of the Robinson “in case” tape.
2001 – Present
I irst met Stuart Milk, Harvey’s openly gay nephew in 2001. Stuart has been tirelessly
fostering many signiicant projects in Harvey’s Spirit and name ever since. With the support
of his other family members and many others, Stuart founded the Harvey Milk Foundation
in 2010. Notable projects include the Harvey Milk Postage Stamp, California’s oficial State
holiday - Harvey Milk Day, the induction of Harvey Milk into the California Hall of Fame in
Sacramento ( 05/12/2010 ), and many projects that are international in reach.
06/06/2003 thru April 2004
The Saint Harvey exhibit at the GLBT Historical Society - was the debut exhibit of a portion
of Mrs. Elva Smith’s 2002 donation to the GLBT Historical Society of the Harvey Milk and
Scott Smith’s artifacts and ephemera.
The blood - stained business suit that Milk was wearing when Dan White killed him was
displayed prominently for the irst time in the Saint Harvey exhibit. The historical society
did not use the “in case” tape #2 in that exhibition of the collection. However, that earlier
exhibit laid the groundwork for the future display of Milk’s suit conjoined with a gallery
listening station that included the “in case” recording of Milk’s political will. Both
components are now on permanent exhibition at The GLBT History Museum in the Castro
neighborhood. They serve as a chilling reminder that the work of the LGBTQ civil rights
movement to create a safer world for LGBTQ people and their allies is not inished.
12/10/2003
Bob Ross, the publisher of The Bay Area Reporter, passed away. In 1973 Ross gave Milk
His irst regular editorial column in the newspaper. Milk named Ross as one of his four
chosen successors. The Bob Ross Foundation was instrumental in completing the funding of
the Harvey Milk Sculpture at S.F. City Hall and the Foundation continues its long history of
supporting remembrances of Ross and Milk.
The late Bay Area Reporter political columnist Wayne Friday passed away on October 12,
2009. Friday was a very close friend to Milk and inherited the news column after Milk was
elected. Friday became a standard bearer for discourse on the LGBTQ civil rights
movement.
Bob Ross obituary
http://obit.glbthistory.org/olo/imagedb/2003/12/18/20031218_Ross_Bob/m20031218_3.jpg
http://obit.glbthistory.org/olo/imagedb/2003/12/18/20031218_Ross_Bob/m20031218_4.jpg

Wayne Friday obituary
http://obit.glbthistory.org/olo/imagedb/2016/10/13/20161013_Friday_Wayne/m20161013_0.jpg
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Circa March 2006
Independent ilmmaker - historian Jenni Olson enrolled her trusted friend and audio engineer
Jim Lively to remaster the original cassette tape given by Harvey Milk to Walter Caplan
( tape #2 ). The digitization of the sound ile by Olson and Lively ( both working pro-bono )
ushered in a long history of community access to the material for many projects, a few of
which are mentioned herein.
In the years before the Olson - Lively remastering, Walter Caplan had fostered access to his
copy of tape #2 to a few inquiring media outlets such as Channel 7 KGO - TV ( who Caplan
recalls possibly generated the irst digitization of the material ). Around this time, Caplan’s
colleague Charles Cyberski wrote the copyright notice for Walter Caplan above Harvey’s
original handwriting on the tape. Other early recipients of an electronic version of the tape
were Channel 4 KRON - TV, National Public Radio, Art Bierman, and Rob Epstein and
Richard Schmiechen for their ilm The Times of Harvey Milk. Caplan always encouraged the
recipients to donate to an LGBTQ rights community organization of their choice in
exchange for the use of Harvey’s political will. After the Olson - Lively remaster was
completed, I was entrusted with the “in case” tape #2 by Walter Caplan with the instruction
to deliver the tape to the GLBT Historical Society. After a very long pause, In September of
2021, I inally shipped Walter Caplan’s tape #2 to its permanent home with the GLBT
Historical Society.
2/9/2007
Jenni Olson played the recording at a sound - ile listening party at Camerawork Gallery in
San Francisco. The program for the evening is included herein on page 23.
2007
My name is Harvey Milk, a short ilm by Leo Herrera made in collaboration with the GLBT
Historical Society, premiered. The ilm is comprised of Herrera’s macro still photographs of
Harvey’s blood - stained suit. In addition, the short kinetoscopic ilm uses a segment of
the Olson - Lively remastering of tape #2 as a soundtrack. Herrera’s haunting ilm was very
well received on the international ilm festival circuits and went viral on the internet.
5/22/2008
A bronze sculpture of Supervisor Harvey Milk by Daub, Firmin, and Hendrickson
inanced by hundreds of people and the Bob Ross Foundation was unveiled in the
ceremonial rotunda of San Francisco City Hall at a public community ceremony on Milk’s
birthday. A memorable sober moment at the event was the broadcast of a four - minute
excerpt of Milk’s “in case” tape #2. During it, you could hear a pin drop in the cavernous
rotunda. Milk Memorial committee member Larry - bob Roberts did the tape editing and
sound engineering for that event. The Harvey Milk City Hall Memorial project started in
2003, took ive years to complete.
10/28/2008
Milk, the feature ilm, premiered at the Castro Theatre. The ilm includes a re - creation
of Harvey recording the political will tapes, but it altered the date of the making of the
recording by a year to November 1978. Harvey’s narration ( by Sean Penn as Harvey )
morphed to a more survey - oriented reminiscence than the original tapes contained.
(The original tapes did have some musings beyond Milk simply setting forth his last will,
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but they weren’t as biographically inclined as the Milk ilm’s version of the story.) The ilm’s
redating of the “in case” recording event confused more than a few inattentive researchers
- yours truly included. Milk the ilm also used generous amounts of ’70s era documentary
footage of the Castro neighborhood and successfully blurred the lines of perception as to
what was re - creation and documentary footage, a technique that director Gus Van Sant is
fond of deploying. In 2009, Screenwriter Dustin Lance Black won the Academy Award for
best screenplay, and Sean Penn won the Academy Award for best actor for his portrayal of
Milk.
2009
575 Castro St., a ilm by Jenni Olson, premiered at the Sundance Film Festival. Its audio
track is an edited version of the “in case” tape. Olson remarked on the original’s sound
quality: “In our inal sound mix, my sound guru Jim Lively diligently removed as many of
the clicks and squeaks as he could from Harvey’s tape. Harvey was an inspiring orator but
really didn’t seem to know the irst thing about how to hold a microphone. Just as well – I
think the noises provide a vivid sense of Harvey’s presence in that room. There is even one
point during the desk shot where we hear creaking of his chair ( it seems almost as though
he is pushing his chair back from the desk .”)
June 2010
In June 2010, LGBTQ historian J.D. Doyle created a Harvey Milk Music section to his
Queer Music Heritage website. Though there is only one speciic excerpt of Milk’s “in case”
tape, Doyle’s survey of Milk - related audio content is inspiring and warrants inclusion here.
The Harvey Milk Music section also contains a posted transcription of Doyle’s narration for
Doyle’s Milk - themed audio program. The website also includes many fun visual
components such as album cover art and photographs of the musical artists.
Doyle’s fastidious work also includes linked searches to his other areas of research centered
around his lived experience in Houston, Texas. In 2019, Doyle was asked to partner with
the US Library of Congress to preserve his website there.
January 2011 – present (soft opening 12/12/2010)
The GLBT Historical Society opened a storefront museum in the Castro on 18th Street
featuring an installation of Harvey Milk’s blood - stained suit. The installation includes
a listening station where visitors can hear Milk’s political will, the “in case” tape #2.
5/1/2012
The Harvey Milk Interviews: In his own words was published by Vince Emery.
The citation of the political will tape is perfunctory, but this volume is one of the most
structurally sound aggregations of Milk - related research in recent years. In 2010 Vince
Emery also published the second edition of Mike Weiss’s great book Double Play - the
hidden passions behind the double assassination of George Moscone and Harvey Milk
(initially published in 1984). That book also briely mentions the “in case” tapes.
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2013
University of California Press published: An Archive of Hope: Harvey Milk’s Speeches and
Writing, edited by Charles E. Morris III and Jason Edward Black with a foreword by Frank
Robinson. In this ine collection, the “in case” tape #2 recorded on November 18, 1977,
is published with minimal paraphrasing and is slightly shortened. A reading of An Archive
of Hope and an audience talkback by the editors and Frank Robinson was held at Books
Inc. on Market Street in S.F. on 5/22/2013.
6/30/2014
Frank Robinson passed away. Frank was one of the recipients of Harvey Milk’s “in case”
tapes because he was one of Harvey’s named successors on the recordings. The current
location of Frank Robinson’s tape is unknown, and it does not appear in the study guide of
his papers at the Bancroft Library. The quest for knowledge about Frank’s tape continues,
and I hope that someone did an electronic transfer of the entire tape before the original was
lost. According to Randy Shilts in The Mayor of Castro Street, ‘Only Frank Robinson’s tape
has the passage widely quoted after Milk’s assassination “if a bullet should enter my brain,
let that bullet tear down every closet door.” In Robinson’s memoir Not So Good A Gay
Man, there is a citation that right after Milk’s assassination, Robinson met with Milk insiders
Jim Rivaldo and Dick Pabich to listen to Robinson’s tape. Even though she was a named
successor, Anne Kronenberg never heard Milk’s political will until many years later when
Frank sent her a digital copy of tape #2.
2018
Harvey Milk: His Lives and Death by Lillian Faderman was published. Faderman’s excellent
book is part of the “Jewish Lives” series of books produced by Yale University Press. On
pages 151-152, Faderman cites the number of tapes made by Harvey and summarizes the
content variations of the tapes as previously discussed in Shilts’ Mayor of Castro Street.
2019
Dying To Be Normal - Gay Martyrs and the Transformation of American Sexual Politics by
Brett Krutzsch is published by Oxford University Press. Chapter 1, “The Gay M.L.K.:
Harvey Milk,” is devoted to Milk as part of the author’s larger narrative on gay
martyrs. Krutzsch mentions the Milk “in case” tape on page 24, and there is an inclusion of
a photo of the display of Milk’s suit in the 2003 GLBT Historical Society exhibit - Saint
Harvey. Other topics in the book are the killing of Matthew Shepard in 2008 and the mass
shooting deaths of 49 people at the Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, Florida, in 2016.
July 20, 2019
Harvey Milk Terminal 1, the recently renamed terminal at the S.F. International Airport, has
a community Grand Opening. SFO Museum - a division of the Fine Arts Museums of S. F.
opens the irst of three art installations about Harvey Milk. The second phase, a permanent
“inglenook” gallery devoted to Milk’s legacy entitled Harvey Milk - Messenger of Hope,
opened in the spring of 2020. A free catalog at the gallery mentions an “in case” tape. The
third installation, scheduled for unveiling in 2022, is slated for the roof of the terminal’s
outside passenger arrival area. The neon and cut mirrored ball installation by Andrea
Bowers will evoke 70’s era disco lighting and the Castro Theatre’s now - legendary neon sign.
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4/9/2020
Bay Guardian Books released Tom Ammiano’s fun memoir. Kiss My Gay Ass - my trip down
the Yellow Brick Road through activism, stand-up, and politics. Ammiano’s memoir only
briely mentions Milk’s political will tape; however, the book is included in this list because
it beautifully highlights Ammiano’s friendship with Harvey Milk against the backdrop of the
grassroots political landscape that they helped co - create. From the ight for out gay
teachers in the San Francisco Schools to Ammiano’s successful terms as a San Francisco City
Supervisor and then his time in the California Assembly, Ammiano remains one of the most
proliic and effective gay politicians of all time.
January 2021
I photographed the “in case” tape #2 as part of a series of photographs titled If I Remember
Correctly. The 14 - image still life series is a meditation on memory and its disintegration and
the fragility of signiicance over time.
05/18/2021
WBAI ( Radio 99.5 FM ) NYC partnered with a Gays Against Guns podcast program: Radio
GAG to honor Harvey Milk on the anniversary of his birthday with a two - hour program
( now permanently archived on SoundCloud ). The program included an excerpt from the
“in case” tape #2 and other pertinent audio clips and interviews with many primary sources.
( Sound clips courtesy of Paciica Radio Archive.)
6/25/2021
A small group of friends of Supervisor Harry Britt gathered in the AIDS Memorial Grove
a year after Harry’s death. The group listened to tape #2 where Harvey speaks about his
fondness for Harry Britt and why he made Britt one of his choices for a successor. Britt
memorial organizers Will Roscoe and Devlyn Camp ( Mattachine Productions, LLC )
are currently working on a podcast about Harry’s life titled Give ‘Em Hell, Harry.
7/13/2021
After learning of the February 2020 death of Larry Hughes, life partner of Milk attorney John
Wahl, I began an inquiry into the fate of John Wahl’s “in case” tape. Wahl died in 2010.
I was close with Wahl and Hughes; both employed me right after Milk’s death when I
needed jobs. Sadly, I lost touch with them when they moved to Palm Springs. So once this
project started, I wondered what happened to their papers. Hughes and Wahl were movers
and shakers in the LGBT civil rights movement, particularly during the formative years of
The Metropolitan Community Church. Still, the list of other involvements is truly
formidable. Thankfully Lynne Gerber conducted an oral history of Larry Hughes in
2019. Through her research, the trail has led me to the current Executor for Larry Hughes
( who wishes to remain anonymous ), but who gave me assurance that the work of both men
and Wahl’s “in case” tape will be preserved and honored.
July 2021
As part of my series If I Remember Correctly, which includes a still life photograph of
Harvey Milk’s “in case” tape #2, I co - created this timeline about the history of the “in case”
tapes to help trace the long, poignant journey of the relics.
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Supervisor Harvey Milk City City Hall Memorial Sculpture, by Daub, Firmin & Hendrickson Sculpture Group,
May 19, 2008, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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A verbatim transcription of the “in case” tape #2
( transcribed by Larry- bob Roberts and Dan Nicoletta )

This is Harvey Milk speaking from the camera store on the evening of Friday, November
18. This is tape #2. I’ve already taped one for this. So, there will be variations between the
tapes ’cause I’m not doing this from any notes or anything else, just thoughts. This is to
be played only in the event of my death by assassination. Um. I’ve given some strong and
long and considerable thought to this, not just since the election. I’ve been thinking of this
for some time, prior to the election and certainly over the years. I fully realize that, um, a
person who stands for what I stand for, an activist, a gay activist, becomes the target or the
potential target for somebody who is insecure, terriied, afraid, or very disturbed themselves.
Knowing that I could be assassinated at any moment or any time, I feel it’s important that
some people know my thoughts. Uh, and so the following is my thoughts, my wishes,
my desires, whatever. And, uh, I’d like to pass them on and have them played for the
appropriate people.
The irst and most obvious and most concerned: If I was to be shot and killed, the Mayor has
the power, that’s George Moscone, of appointing my successor on the Board of Supervisors.
I know that there will be great pressures on him and lobbying on him from various factors.
And so, I would like to have him know what my thoughts are. I stood for more than just a
candidate. I think there is a strong differential from somebody like Rick Stokes and myself.
I have never considered myself a candidate. I have always considered myself part of a
movement, part of a candidacy. I consider the movement the candidate. I think there is
a delineation of those who use the movement and those who are part of the movement.
And I think I was part of the gay movement. And I think that [pause] I wish I had time to
explain everything I did; almost everything was done in the eyes of the gay movement.
And I would suggest and urge and hope that the Mayor would understand that distinction
and that he would appoint somebody to my position who also came from the movement
rather than used the movement or never understood the movement. I think those people
who actively oppose me – the Stokeses, the Fosters, the Jo Dalys, Doug DeYoungs - those
people never understood the movement.
I’m not saying they were against it; I wish they understood it. They used it. Maybe willingly,
maybe unwillingly, but they never understood what it was about. I think those who remain
in silence, the Frank Fitches, not wishing to play sides, never understood the movement.
Never understood that silence sometimes is worse than speaking out.
And so, I would hope that the Mayor would understand that appointing somebody who
actively opposed me or subtly opposed me or kept quiet all through it, stuck their head
in the sand [pause] it would be an insult to everything I stood for. It would be an affront
to the campaigns and the people who worked. And I would hope he would give strong
consideration and only strong consideration to people who came from the movement.
And I’ve talked about this with several people, and they know my thoughts. I just put them
on tape so that there’s no doubt in anybody’s mind of my thoughts. There are some people
I deinitely have in mind who I would like to leave tapes.
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First choice I would have is a gentleman by the name of Frank Robinson, who is quite an
author. In his own right. Frank, even more so, knows my thought processes. Not only has he
read everything I’ve written and helped re - write the major pieces, but Frank is the one who
almost daily we had conversations on issues and points and philosophies. So, he knows my
thinking as well. He understands how I arrived at decisions, and he played devil’s advocate
time and time again. And so, if there’s anybody who knows me from the depth of the
intellect, emotions, it is Frank Robinson. And I think, being who he is, he certainly has that
incredible ability to express himself clearly and concisely and without any problems. And I
think he would certainly be able to carry on the philosophy and the idea of what I stood for.
If for some reason Frank is not the choice, the next consideration I would hope the Mayor
would give to would be to Bob Ross. Bob has read everything I’ve written for the last four
years and also on many times has carried on extensive dialogues with me, also has that
quality of getting along with a lot more people than I can, which is going to be needed.
And Bob is a strong person who will not bend. And that’s vital. Cannot have somebody
made out of tissue paper. Cannot have a weak person. Cannot have the Rick Stokes types,
the professional lawyers. Gay people, the irst few gay people, must be strong.
That doesn’t mean obstinate or uncompromising but must be strong.
The third choice I would have would be Harry Britt, who most people don’t know, but I’ve
watched Harry, and Harry’s been involved with three campaigns, and Harry knows where
I am, and I’ve watched Harry grow and grow and grow and become more articulate and
more articulate. And some people may ind me wrong because he is somewhat emotional,
but by God, what fabulous emotions! And a very, very dedicated, and strong person: one
who will not be pushed around, one who understands where the movement is and where
it must go, and someday we’ll be there anyhow.
And a fourth possibility is a person who is younger, newer and learning every day, and
that’s the woman who put my campaign together, Ann Kronenberg. Who is strong, who
understands, and as I said, learns fast, and that’s vital. It would add a spirit, being a gay
woman, that the others cannot add. And I think that would be an outstanding choice.
And I hope the Mayor would understand that in the cases like this, the tradition has been
to replace the person who has been assassinated with somebody who was close to the
candidate on thought rather than somebody who actively and quietly opposed the
candidate. It’s important that that happens. I cannot urge the Mayor strongly enough to
know what I’m saying. And I think that if he did that, he’d be gaining a tremendous
amount of support.
The other aspect of this tape is the… obviously, there’s “what should happen if there is an
assassination ?” and there is [pause] cannot prevent if some people from getting angry and
frustrated and mad, but I hope that we take that anger, frustration, and madness instead of
demonstrating or anything of that type, I would hope they would take it to positive, and
I would hope ive, ten, a hundred, thousand would rise. I’d love to see every gay doctor
come out; I’d love to see every gay lawyer, every gay judge, every gay bureaucrat, every gay
architect come out. Stand up, let the world know: That would do more to end prejudice
overnight, than anybody could ever imagine. Urge them to do that. Urge them. Come out.
Only that way will we start to achieve our rights.
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I hope there’s no religious services. Whatever my God, irst of all, I think there should be
no services of any kind whatsoever, but I know some people are into that, and you can’t
prevent it from happening; they want it to happen. But by God - nothing religious. I mean
until the churches speak out and say the Anita Bryants have been playing gymnastics with
the Bible and through the Church and the churches which remain so quiet!, have the guts
to get out and speak out in the name of Christianity or Judaism or whatever, they profess in
paper and in words but do not in actions and deeds until those churches speak out, God!
And that’s the irony of God. Churches don’t even know what it’s about. I would verbally
turn over in my grave if there was any kind of religious ceremony, and it’s not as a disbelief
in God; it’s a disbelief and disgust of what most churches are about. How many leaders
got up and spoke from the pulpits and went to Miami and said Anita, you’re “playing
gymnastics with the Bible! You’re desecrating the Bible!” How many of ’em said it ? How
many of ’em hid and walked away ? Ducked their heads in the name of Christianity, talked
about love and brotherhood. No, no services whatsoever. If anything, maybe just play that
tapes of Briggs and I, which is somewhere in the cabinet in the back, the ile cabinet. Just
play that tapes of Briggs and I over and over again, so people know what an evil man he
is. So, people know what our Hitler is like. So people know where the seeds of hate come
from. So the people know what the future is gonna bring if they’re not careful.
That’s all I ask. That’s all. I ask for a movement to continue, for a movement to grow,
because last week I got that phone call from Altoona, Pennsylvania, and my election gave
somebody else, one more person, hope. And after all, that’s what it’s about. It’s not about
personal gain, not about ego, not about power - it’s about giving those young people out
there in Altoona, Pennsylvanias hope. Gotta give ’em hope.

A verbatim transcription of an excerpt of the Frank Robinson tape
( transcribed by Dan Nicoletta )

What happens if bang goes off ? And that is - that I hope that people who are angry and
mad and frustrated take the anger and madness and frustration out in a positive way rather
than a negative way, that I would like to see every doctor come out who is gay, and the gay
dentists, and every gay teacher and every gay judge and every gay lawyer and every gay
architect. You come out and rip off the shreds of the closet door and come out forward,
strongly, it’s needed, and it will be needed moreso then. If a bullet should enter my brain,
let that bullet destroy every closet door...
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Street lyer for a Castro neighborhood meet and greet to rally the community to lobby Mayor Feinstein to appoint
Anne Kronenberg as Harvey Milk’s successor, 1978.
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James Patrick Kennedy as Harvey Milk, 1995
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The Listening Party at S.F. Camerawork - Friday, February 9, 2007, 6pm

Please steal occasional glimpses at this handy program guide to navigate tonight’s relatively brief
(approximately 23 minutes) audio tour. We strongly encourage you to close your eyes or stare off
into space and try to envision what you’re hearing. We hope you enjoy these select tidbits of
historical and contemporary audio and look forward to a fascinating post-program discussion.
Audio excerpt from Bullit [Sic] (1968)
Dir. Peter Yates; Sound John Kean
Polk Theater outgoing answering machine message (August 1965)
MUNI train at Dolores Park (20th & Church)
“The Changing Light”
Reading by Lawrence Ferlinghetti (as heard in The Joy of Life)
Audio excerpt from The Conversation (1974)
Dir. Francis Ford Coppola; Sound Editor Walter Murch
Baltimore Orioles @ Oakland A’s September 11, 2006, T.V. broadcast)
Audio excerpt from Bullit [Sic] continued
Mission Dolores Cemetery (16th & Dolores)
Harvey Milk “In Case” #2 audiotape November 18, 1977)
* This original cassette recording has a considerable amount of noise distortion.
The Bells of St. Anthony of Padua (Cesar Chavez @ Folsom Street)
Audio excerpt from Vertigo (1958)
Dir. Alfred Hitchcock; Sound Bill Wistrom
Cal Train crossing (from Aaron Ximm’s QuietAmerican.com – check it out!)
“List of Missed Places” by Abby Tuttle
(from Long Ago and Right Now: An Audiozine About San Francisco)
Audio excerpt from The Joy of Life (2005)
Dir. Jenni Olson; Sound Editors Kadet Kuhne & Jim Lively (& Dave Nelson)
Audio excerpt from Bullit [Sic] continued
Special thanks to the creators of all these wonderful San Francisco sounds; and to all the talented,
hard-working staff at S.F. Camerawork!
– your audio tour hosts Marc Henrich & Jenni Olson
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Revisiting Liz Highleyman’s article ; “ Who was Harvey Milk”
by Daniel Nicoletta ( 11/ 9 / 2021 )
When we unveiled the Milk sculpture in City Hall, we were excited to include Liz Highleyman’s
concise summary of Milk’s epic trajectory in our printed program for the event. Our committee was
fond of Liz’s proicient distillation of Harvey’s story. The piece not only served well as an accessible
educational piece but had a keen sense of some of the more exciting parts of Harvey’s story, such
as the importance of Milk’s early romantic partners: Joe Campbell, Craig Rodwell, and Galen
McKinley.
That said ( word count requirements not with standing ), I am a big fan of speaking up whenever
possible about Milk’s openly gay and lesbian predecessors. The historical record often leaves out
ive early openly gay and lesbian electoral victors that came before Harvey Milk. First, Nancy
Weschler and Gerry DeGriek came out in 1973 on the Anne Arbor City Council. Second, Kathy
Kozenchenko won on an openly gay platform for the Anne Arbor City Council in February 1974.
Third, Allan Spear was the Minnesota Senator who came out on December 9, 1974. Fourth, Jim
Yeadon, an out candidate, was elected to the Madison, Wisconsin Common Council in April 1977.
Finally, as Liz Highleyman already mentioned, openly lesbian Representative Elaine Noble was
elected to the Massachusetts State House of Representatives in 1975. If there are others, please
let me know.
One other point of clariication I want to make relates to Liz’s citation of the quote that Anne
Kronenberg read out loud as part of her speech at the S. F. Opera House memorial for Milk
on November 30, 1978. Though often misattributed to Harvey, the passage turns out to be a
distillation of a Marge Piercy poem. Shortly after Harvey’s death, Kronenberg found an unsigned
handwritten note in Harvey’s ofice drawer with the words “I can be killed with ease / I can be
cut right down / But I cannot fall back into my closet. I have grown / I am not by myself / I am
too many / I am all of us”.
It wasn’t until many years later ( circa 2003) that it came to light that Milk’s notation was
uncomfortably similar to a Marge Piercy poem. Ken MacPherson, who headed up an effort to
create a monument to Milk at Arlington National Cemetery in D.C., considered utilizing the quote
and attributing it to Harvey, but wisely reached out to Piercy to clarify authorship. Thankfully
Marge Piercy wrote back to MacPherson in 2005;
“The quotation is completely botched. It should be:
I can be killed with ease. I can be cut right down,
but I cannot crawl back in the cavern
where I lay with my neck bowed.
I have grown. I am not by myself.
I am too many.
These are the concluding lines from The Judgment, part of the sequence
LAYING DOWN THE TOWER from CIRCLES ON THE WATER.
If you wish to quote it, you must get permission from Knopf, who owns the rights.
CIRCLES ON THE WATER is still in print -- in its 12th or 13th printing, I forget.
- Marge Piercy”

I feel compelled to mention these observations because I believe history should be a moving target.
I fully hope that inconsistencies in what I write will be corrected, re - contextualized and
illuminated in the future by others.
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A Rivaldo - Pabich design for a t - shirt for the Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club. ( Later on, the Club renamed itself The Harvey Milk
LGBTQ Democratic Club ). The “Milk Club” unveiled the new shirts en masse in the 1979 SF LGBT Pride Parade.
( This quote was mistakenly attributed to being authored by Milk - see more info about that story on the previous page )
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Invitation to the GLBT Historical Society Saint Harvey exhibit, June 6, 2003
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Saint Harvey Exhibit at the International Museum of Gay and Lesbian Bisexual Transgender History,
August 22, 2003, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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The Harvey Milk Archives on a workday at Scott Smith’s home,
January 23, 1983, Photo by Daniel Nicoletta

Scott Smith with his mother, Mrs. Elva Smith, circa 1980s,
Photo by Harley Shapiro
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Dan Nicoletta and Elva Smith, December 1, 1998, Photo by Norm Halm
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The three recipients of the “in case” tapes
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Frank Robinson and Harvey Milk at the front counter of Castro Camera, 1976, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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L to r: Jim Kerley, Walter Caplan, Jim Rivaldo (seated), and Harvey Milk at the One United Nations Plaza Café.
As Acting Mayor for the day, Harvey Milk cut the ribbon at the establishment’s Grand Opening.
March 77, 1978, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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During the Pope’s visit to San Francisco, Attorney John Eshelman Wahl addressed a rally protesting the Vatican’s
anti - LGBTQ policies, September 17, 1987, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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The four preferred successors named on the “in case” tapes
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Harry Britt campaigning for Harvey Milk during Milk’s second Supervisorial race, circa 1976, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
( l to r: Lee Mentley, Harry Britt, Carl Carlson, Harvey Milk, etc.)
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Bay Area Reporter Publisher Bob Ross and Acting Mayor Harvey Milk, at Mayor Moscone’s desk,
March 77, 1978, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Anne Kronenberg and Supervisor Harvey Milk, SF LGBT Pride Celebration,
June 25, 1978, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Frank Robinson in Harvey Milk’s back ofice at Castro Camera, Election Day for the Milk for Assembly Race,
June 8, 1976, photo by Daniel Nicoletta, (This is likely the ofice where the “in case” tapes were made).
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Frank Robinson at San Francisco City Hall on the set of MILK the ilm,
Courtesy of Focus Features, Inc., March 9, 2008, photo by Daniel Nicoletta
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Mural by John Baden, rendered from a photo by the late Tom Eure made in 1975. The mural was commissioned circa 2007 by Nick
Romero and John Antoniades for their gift store Given, at 575 Castro Street (The site of Harvey Milk and Scott Smith’s Castro Camera).
Given closed in 2010, and The Human Rights Commission took over the space with a commitment to preserving the mural. Now
that HRC has moved out of the location, the mural’s fate hangs in the balance of time. There is some discussion by the National Parks
Conservation Association to add the site to their registry of nationally landmarked LGBTQ historic sites. The location was designated
a San Francisco landmark (#227) on 5/22/2000. ( © 2006 by Given - reproduction from their printed post card.)
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“.... I wish I had time to explain everything I did ;
almost everything was done in the eyes of the gay movement ...
.... I ask for a movement to continue,
for a movement to grow....”

- Harvey Milk
( November 18, 1977 )

